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Attitudes and Behavior

1984-01-01

this unique bibliography gives you 600 references which cover the theoretical methodological and applied aspects of attitude behavior relationships

Behavior Modification in Child and School Mental Health

1971

118 annotated citations on behavior modification in children covers journal articles books and some unpublished papers journal and paper citations include author s address and book

citations include publisher s address and price references arranged in sections according to applications to parents teachers and parents and teachers subject index

The Physical Environment and Behavior

2012-12-06

the field of environment and behavior this bibliography is aimed at the researcher and advanced student working in the field of environmental psychology as it has come to be designated

over the past decade a more appropriate term might be environment behavior studies to suggest the important characteristic of this field as one that transcends the province of the

psychologist and brings together workers as well as problems methods and concepts from a great diversity of disciplines and professional fields among these we may include geography

and sociology architecture landscape architecture and planning forestry natural resource management and leisure and recreation research to name only the most important of the diverse

fields from which material for this bibliography has been drawn this is in fact one of the primary reasons for our belief in the value of such a volume the literature in the environment

behavior field is scattered through the most diverse sources including not only the major periodical and monographic literature in each of the above mentioned disciplines and professions

and others as well but also a variety of more specialized publications of varying degrees of accessibility thus it seemed to us helpful to the researcher teacher and student in this area to

bring this far flung literature together in a single volume that might be used as a guide to the field we aimed at a comprehensive treatment including both basic and applied aspects and

relations of behavior both to the man made or artificial and to the natural environment
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Psychology

1991

over 500 references dealing with the relationship between the social behavior of humans and urban environments intended for practitioners and students in broad fields of design and

building as well as for those in social and behavioral fields covers mostly books and journal articles dating 1889 1972 topical arrangement includes bibliography author subject indexes

Annotated hierarchy

1995

product information not available

Urban Environments and Human Behavior

1973

an annotated listing of english language books research articles and essays on nonverbal communication published between 1940 and 1978 the varied perspectives of biologists

ethnologists sociologists clinical and social psychologists and anthropologists on the nature and uses of nonverbal behavior are all represented the alphabetically arranged citations are

divided into two categories studies of normal individuals and studies of psychiatric subjects

Discipline in Our Schools

1983-10-27

standards while being definitive do not usually serve as the best reference to the use of a programming language books on languages usually are able to explain usage better but lack the

definitive precision of a standard annotated c standard combines the two it is the standard with added explanatory material written by members of the standards committee annotates the

standard with practical implementation advice the definitive reference to the c international standard
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Human Nonverbal Behavior

1979-12-28

annotated readings in the history of modern psychologgy there s no substitute for the original if you want to really understand the underpinnings of psychology today go to the source

unfortunately original source readings can seem a bit daunting these works were written at a particular time and place in psychology s history understanding them requires knowledge of

the historical context in which the work was written as well as background on the writer this book of annotated readings aims to solve this problem each of the 36 chapters in this reader

includes substantial excerpts from important books and papers in psychology s history accompanied by running annotations that address the meaning of the reading s content how the

content relates to contemporary historical context and the significance of the material for psychology s history featuring 36 original readings ranging from watson s behaviorist manifesto to

freud s clark lectures on psychoanalysis to maslow s hierarchy of needs c james goodwin s annotated readings in the history of modern psychology provides insight into some of

psychology s brightest minds while making the material easy to comprehend for today s readers

Annotated C# Standard

2010-07-27

due to budgetary constraints the print version of this title has been cancelled please consult a reference librarian for more information

Early Childhood Psychosis, an Annotated Bibliography, 1964-1969

1971

annotated psychotherapy demonstrates how an experienced psychotherapist develops and carries out the right treatment plan through interactions with the patient or client in these pages

clinicians will find an explanation of everything the therapist says to patients or clients why they say it what they intend it to do how it fits in with the treatment plan for that person and

importantly what might have been said that would be better each of the eight sessions are presented in the form of a transcript that shows how a seasoned clinician might conduct the

session what their internal judgments are and what reasoning or rationale they might have for the therapeutic interventions they choose discussion sections after each transcript and a

glossary provide helpful explanatory material for the key ideas and concepts making this book an enlightening resource for therapists working and training in psychotherapy whether their

background is psychology social work psychiatry or counseling
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Annotated Readings in the History of Modern Psychology

2009-02-09

standardization of hardware description languages and the availability of synthesis tools has brought about a remarkable increase in the productivity of hardware designers yet design

verification methods and tools lag behind and have difficulty in dealing with the increasing design complexity this may get worse because more complex systems are now constructed by

re using intellectual property blocks developed by third parties to verify such designs abstract models of the blocks and the system must be developed with separate concerns such as

interface communication functionality and timing that can be verified in an almost independent fashion standard hardware description languages such as vhdl and verilog are inspired by

procedural imperative programming languages in which function and timing are inherently intertwined in the statements of the language furthermore they are not conceived to state the

intent of the design in a simple declarative way that contains provisions for design choices for stating assumptions on the environment and for indicating uncertainty in system timing

hierarchical annotated action diagrams an interface oriented specification and verification method presents a description methodology that was inspired by timing diagrams and process

algebras the so called hierarchical annotated diagrams it is suitable for specifying systems with complex interface behaviors that govern the global system behavior a hadd specification

can be converted into a behavioral real time model in vhdl and used to verify the surrounding logic such as interface transducers also function can be conservatively abstracted away and

the interactions between interconnected devices can be verified using constraint logic programming based on relational interval arithmetic hierarchical annotated action diagrams an

interface oriented specification and verification method is of interest to readers who are involved in defining methods and tools for system level design specification and verification the

techniques for interface compatibility verification can be used by practicing designers without any more sophisticated tool than a calculator

Official Code of Georgia Annotated

1982

the class reunion offers a critical edition translation and commentary on the sumerian scholastic dialogue otherwise known as two scribes and speaks to the central themes of scholastic

thought in the old babylonian tablet house ca 1800 1600 bce

An Annotated Bibliography of the Head Start Research Since 1965

1985
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this book is a compilation of critical annotated bibliographies of important and timely articles in public administration and organization theory the bibliographies are divided into different

themes and categories under each theme there are between 10 and 20 annotated bibliographies over 500 in total with a thematic summary at the end the contributors teach at

universities in both the united states and abroad in departments ranging from public administration to education to english graduate students especially doctoral students in public

administration have long wanted a book that offers critical summaries of important articles across the discipline to help them with comprehensive exams the book will also be useful for

teachers and professors as a reference work that provides reliable summaries of the key points in the most influential articles from top journals in the field the book is about organizational

theory and praxis in public administration and explores what leading scholars have reported about various aspects of organizations and organizational theories it not only helps understand

the key to organizational success but also explores leadership topics and the various roles and responsibilities of individuals in an organization the themes into which the annotated

bibliography is divided are as follows expectancy theory motivation pay incentives and retention job satisfaction and quality of work life burnout emotional exhaustion and stress realistic

job previews and retention emotional intelligence emotional labor and showing emotion at work groupthink equifinality organizational change organizational traps organizational diagnosis

and organizational learning the articles summarized in the book help the reader understand organizations managers organizational and managerial behaviors and all the other aspects that

come into play in the context of organizations and public administration the book theoretically and empirically helps readers understand problems and thus find solutions in organizations

and public administration the book reviews the conceptual theoretical and methodological discussions in the articles and presents them in the format of an annotated bibliography under

different themes the articles critically discussed and summarized under each theme will give students scholars researchers bureaucrats and teachers a better grasp of the ideas concepts

theories and methods needed to understand organization and leadership the book will be useful for anyone who is conducting research in public administration with a focus on

organizations and organizational theory and praxis this volume fills an important gap by collecting major research articles in public administration and organizational theory and presents

them in the format of a critical annotated bibliography the book is timely and contextual and the articles are discussed under different themes the lucidly written bibliographies summarize

articles of 6 000 words or more in between 200 and 500 words each chapter begins by presenting the relevance of its theme in the public administration context before the annotated

bibliography and a thematic conclusion this book is ideal for bureaucrats or managers in organizations and government agencies and for students or scholars in public administration and

organizational science it surveys the most important theories and practices in the field and outlines the crucial points of research articles published in leading journals

Behavior Modification and the Child

1979-08-31

almost 200 references to literature published 1970 73 covers journal articles books dissertations and miscellaneous publications all deriving primarily from the united states canada and

england intended as a reference source for professional and paraprofessional mental health personnel school administrators teachers and community action groups topical arrangement

concise annotations no index
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Fostering the Growing Need to Learn, Mongraphs and Annotated Bibliography on Continuing Education and Health Manpower,

1974

1974

this is an annotated bibliography of research by the u s army research institute for the behavioral and social sciences ari on army recruiting most of the research covered in this report

was conducted during the period 1980 and 1999 to provide a framework for this work the research summaries are organized around a model of army recruitment showing the important

factors contributing to successful recruiting in the model recruiter production is conceptualized as a joint function of recruiter performance and youths propensity to enlist propensity to

enlist is linked to advertising effects and several other environmental factors recruiters performance in turn is influenced by their personal characteristics the training and mentoring they

receive and the level of technical and organizational support provided to them the ari research relating to each of these major components in the recruitment model is documented in this

report dtic

Annotated Psychotherapy

2023-08-15

volume two of theorizing rituals mainly consists of an annotated bibliography of more than 400 items covering those books edited volumes and essays that are considered most relevant

for the field of ritual theory

A Selected Annotated Bibliography on the Analysis of Water Resource Systems

1969

over 300 references to books journal articles ph d dissertations and proceedings published mostly during the 1970 s as well as unpublished reports and studies selection based on

applicability to health planning community mental health centers cooperative health statistics system nurse training grants and the health program implementation process alphabetical

arrangement by authors entry gives bibliographical information and lengthy annotation
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Hierarchical Annotated Action Diagrams

2012-12-06

496 references to monographs journal articles and dissertations about the entertainment and informational aspects of television in relation to children and their behavior includes some

foreign literature 285 annotated references arranged alphabetically by author under broad topics 211 supplementary references arranged alphabetically by author besides citation and

abstract each entry indicates the number of references included author index

The Class Reunion—An Annotated Translation and Commentary on the Sumerian Dialogue Two Scribes

2015-07-28

Organization Theories & Public Administration: A Critical Annotated Bibliography

2023-03-08

An Annotated Bibliography of the Fish and Wildlife Resources of Galveston Bay, Texas: Annotated bibliography, author index,

and taxonomic index

1978

Managing Organizational Behavior

1994
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Behavior Modification of the Mentally Retarded

1975

An Annotated Bibliography on Mental Health in the Schools, 1970-1973

1973

Crime in Public Housing: A review of two conferences and an annotated bibliography

1979

Drug Interactions; an Annotated Bibliography with Selected Excerpts

1972

Virgin Islands Code, Annotated

1957

An Annotated Bibliography of Recent Empirical Research in Methadone Treatment Programs

1991
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An Annotated Bibliography of Recruiting Research Conducted by the U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and

Social Sciences

2000

Annotated Archive of Communication References

1981

The Federal Rules of Evidence Annotated

1980

Theorizing Rituals, Volume 2: Annotated Bibliography of Ritual Theory, 1966-2005

2007-09-30

Annotated Bibliography

1977

An Annotated Bibliography on the Education and Psychology of Exceptional Children

1931
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Television and Social Behavior

1971

An Annotated Bibliography of Literature on Alaska Water Birds

1981

Mental Health Administration, an Annotated Bibliography

1978

Annotated Bibliography on Transition from School to Work

1987

Sand Lance : a Review of Biology and Predator Relations and Annotated Bibliography

1999

Television and Social Behavior

1971
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